Orkin’s IPM Approach:

**Inspection.** Evaluation of your property for any potential breeding sites, entry points and possible fly attractions and identification of the kind of flies present.

**Consultation.** Provide you with a customized fly control plan and establish a complete sanitation program to help deter flies.

**Treatment.** Recommended treatment is applied and recommended equipment is installed to help reduce and prevent flies.

**Monitoring.** Ongoing inspections of your property to ensure your program is the most effective.

Management

- May include installation of LED Insect Light Traps (ILTs) to draw flies to an internal board and provide 24-hour monitoring.
- Helps reduce entry points with exclusionary methods, such as air curtains and sealed cracks.
- Recommends additional exclusion and habitat modification methods to help keep flies away from your building.

Additional Treatments

- Orkin Actizyme® is a bioremediation treatment that targets and breaks down the residue certain flies need to survive, minimizing breeding and food sources.
- As a last resort, traditional chemical controls may be used, including baits, residual and non-residual treatment options.

Flies are a nuisance for your business — that’s why Orkin’s Fly Control Services include a plan designed to help protect your reputation and bottom line. Orkin's Integrated Pest Management (IPM) approach includes customized and comprehensive fly services:

Ready to have absolute confidence in your pest control?
Contact Orkin to partner with the gold standard in pest control.

1-800-ORKIN-NOW® | orkincommercial.com
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